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One thing that concerns firms about losing
visibility of their live contracts is the financial
risk to the organisation. Contract lifecycle
management solutions with features such as
unlimited and customisable alerts can help
ensure that contracts are made visible at the
right time.
With costs being an ever-present concern
for legal departments, affordability and
transparency around pricing is key for any
vendor in this space. Pricing plans should take
an organisation’s scalability concerns into
account – and perhaps include unlimited users.
When it comes to prioritising which elements of
the contract lifecycle to solve with technology,
a piecemeal approach can be advantageous.
It can help firms realise the benefits and
disadvantages, how the tech works there, and
what functions the firm has and doesn’t have.

Our 8th In-House Hangout promised to be an
insightful discussion on how legal operations
can, with the help of technology, support
their businesses. We weren’t disappointed.
Attendees were treated to a panel of in-house
legal experts from a variety of organisations
sharing their views and plans around contract
lifecycle management, email and document
management, and spend management. Our
sponsor, contract management solution
provider ContractWorks, certainly found
much of the discussion to be relevant – they
provide secure contract lifecycle management
to in-house lawyers who need a simple way to
stay in control of their contracts, from
signature to renewal.
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Poll results:
How confident are
you that you and your
team have sufficient
visibility of what’s in
your contracts?

55%

Confident

Contract lifecycle management
We first considered the question of how legal functions are looking at and
using contract lifecycle management in terms of supporting the wider business.

Richard Thompson, Senior Legal
Counsel at Simplyhealth, started us off
by emphasising how important it was to
first be clear on what the business
wanted, and to get buy in. “Set up a
forum with stakeholders, some from the
IT community, some from senior
management, and come to a consensus
about the scope of what you’re doing,”
he said. He also advised on careful
thought around what metadata (for
example, start date, termination date,
service levels) was wanted from the
system: “So you can design something
that will deliver what you want”.
Barry Matthews, Senior VP and General
Counsel (UK &EMEA) at Meggitt, pointed
out that legal is not the only function to
touch a contract during the lifecycle.
Which is why when he recently joined
the company, and started from scratch
with the legal operations platform, he
spent time Identifying allies within the
organisation. “From that, you work out
those in technology who assist new
ideas through proof of concepts,” he
said. And affordability was also key: “If
users are self-serve - not interrogating
data or using the metadata - are you
going to be charged a license fee,
because that impacts scalability”.

With cost an ever-present concern for
legal
departments,
transparency
around pricing is key for any vendor in
this space – and it’s definitely a
cornerstone of ContractWorks’ pricing
plans – designed to meet the budget of
any business. They also take scalability
concerns into account – with unlimited
users and data migration included in
the price.
Tamara Franks, Legal Operations
Director, Universities Superannuation
Scheme (USS) saw scoping as key – not
least
because
‘contract
lifecycle
management’ as a term has been
“bandied about” for everything from
templates and workflow, through to
document
management
systems.
Although she sees that there are a
number of products out there, there are
areas where there are still gaps in the
market. “For example, where you have a
very complex agreement and you want
to monitor the obligations within that –
it’s still a manual project,” she observed,
noting that a system that was up and
running and could actually monitor
would be a big support for the business.
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35% Concerned
10% Highly confident
0% Awake at night
- very concerned

What part of the
contract lifecycle
most needs
technology to
improve it?

40%

Storage and
reporting

20% Contract creation
20% I nternal workflow
15% R
 edlining and
negotiation
5% S
 ignature / execution
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Avi Aggarwal, Head of Legal Domain
Architecture at Deutsche Bank, pointed
out how from a banking perspective,
contract lifecycle management was
directly tied to trade-booking. “A trader
can’t book a trade if they don’t have an
initial MSA in place. And to get that MSA
delivered in time to book that trade is
critical. He sees that service level as
critical – and it’s not just tied to what
kind of contracts a platform can do or its
data and AI capabilities: “It’s more how
would we integrate it to our wider line of
businesses and how it’ll actually serve
the data output, or the extraction of that
contract and the knowledge that some
of those contracts have for the
downstream systems”.
When we polled our attendees on what
concerned them most about losing
visibility of their live contracts, an
overwhelming 64% pointed to the
financial risk to the organization – such
as
from
missed
terminations.
ContractWorks offers a number of easyto-use features to ensure that contracts
are made visible at the right time, such
as unlimited customisable alerts for key
dates and obligations.
Mark Rhodes of ContractWorks asked
the panel how they prioritised which
elements of the contract lifecycle creation,
negotiation,
red-lining,
extracting data - to solve with
technology. Did they aim to solve every
problem with one tech solution, or do it
in manageable chunks? And how did
they decide which bit was most
important?
Tamara
favoured
the
piecemeal approach: “As you take each
piece, you realise the benefits and
disadvantages, how the tech works
there, what functions you have and don’t
have.” A lot can depend on the type of
organisation. “At Deutsche Bank, legal
operations is regional, and from a
process point of view, it’s not
standardised,”
said
Avi.

PROFESSIONALS
WHO ATTENDED
THE SESSION

Poll results:
concerns
3 What
you most about
“So the value that they would want to
see on a platform like this would be
bifurcated. For us, solving this contract
lifecycle puzzle involves multiple
platforms, with focus on where
automation is most required,” he
continued, pointing to NDA reviews as
an example of where he would put
something as a solution in a lifecycle
platform.
ContractWorks has been designed to
focus on the post-execution phase of
the contract lifecycle, including built-in
electronic signature (so no need to
configure an API) and a scaleable,
searchable contract repository. Indeed,
when polled, 40% of attendees pointed
to ’storing and interrogating contracts’
as being the most difficult CLM challenge
for remote teams. AI-assisted document
tagging, searching documents with OCR
(optical character recognition) and
comprehensive
reporting
ensure
ContractWorks gives remote teams
access to the contract information they
need, whilst scheduled reports and email
alerts of key dates push information
directly to relevant stakeholders.
Of course, security concerns are
heightened with remote working, and
ContractWorks has a number of small
but effective features to nudge and make
it easier for users to ensure data security
- two factor authentication; automatic
log-off after 60 mins of inactivity;
watermarks
as
reminders
that
information is confidential.
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loosing visability
of your live
contracts?

64%

Financial risk to
the organisation,
e.g. auto
renewals, missed
terminations
24% I mpact on productivity /
effectiveness, e.g. time
and resource spent on
‘admin’
12% Reputational risk to the
team/org e.g. unable to
find key information /
show value
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Poll results:
Where does your
team store its
contracts?

Email and Document Management
We next discussed how legal operations and operational tech could
support the business in terms of email and document management.

Tamara said that her department have
taken a number of steps in order to
persuade the business to take more
responsibility for legal documents.
“We’ve provided access to our systems.
There are legal documents for our
purposes on a legal document
management system. So, we created
shared folders where people can
access things. But we had to do it
delicately for privilege and other
sensitivity reasons,” she said. The team
has also collaborated with the
procurement function: “Pulling out
what we perceive to be key contracts.
We also have a key contract repository
that people can search for specific
terms such as jurisdiction or indemnity
provisions”.

Barry raised the productivity issues
around
searching
emails
and
attachments for the signed version
when starting the drafting process for
the next renewal. “You can have
templates and automated workflow
but a lot of the time you’re contracting
on other people’s paper, and the paper
is heavily negotiated, and people want
to use that as renewal. So having a
Word document of the signed version
to hand speeds turnaround,” he said.
And Deutsche Bank is in the process of
getting a new global document
management system. “We were
fragmented in how we were using
document management – such as
regional pockets of some old DNS
vendors. So, bringing it together was
the biggest challenge,” said Avi.
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36%

Sharepoint /
Shared drive e.g.
Google Drive
24% Contract
Management
system
20% Document
Management
system
20% Multiple locations:
inboxes,
laptops,
drawers
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Do you have an
automated system
to alert you of key
contract dates
(e.g. termination
notice, auto-renewals)?

65%

Spend Management

No we do
not have an
automated
system

Legal operations and operational technologies in terms of spend
management and obtaining the best value for the business.

Spend management is a huge
challenge at Deutsche Bank, said Avi.
Their aim is, first, to have a good view
of how they are managing spend:
“Technology
such
as
matter
management tools comes into play.”
Secondly, they want to be able to
report on spend, review it, and
proactively manage it. “We have tech
vendors that deliver that value to some
extent,” he said. One challenge for
large matters, primarily litigation, is
the ability to see live WIP - sometimes
across multiple law firms - on a daily
or weekly basis: “So, we have
challenges around managing an active
spending of those very large matters”.
Tamara advocated a formal selection
process. “You get discounts and
consolidating who you use and
creating that deeper relationship on
both sides lowers your risk and helps
ensure that the firms are responsible in
terms of fees,” she said. They have also
drafted billing guidelines: “A list of
what we don’t want to pay for”. And
tech is playing a big role - the
organisation is currently onboarding a
system to provide access to live WIP,
which she anticipates will change
long-term behaviors in terms of how
and when people put their time down.
The department is also clarifying their
own legal team’s obligations to

manage fees better. “We would go out
for a fee quote, benchmark, get agreed
discounted rates. And then we’d get
overruns,” she said, attributing this
generally to going out too early for the
fee quotes. “The business wants
certainty”, she said, “even if that that
means a higher quote at the outset.”
On the subject of certainty, one key
requirement of Meggitt’s selection
panel, which they’re currently defining,
is that billing can only be on a fixed fee
basis, said Barry. “Fixed fee billing
teaches you to project manage
because at the outset, you are
discussing who’s the most appropriate
person to do what, the appropriate
level in terms of the team within the
law firm, rather than throwing bodies
at it,” he said.
It was a very informative hangout, with
attendees getting in on the action by
discussing the questions in breakout
sessions. And with remote working
still in full swing, a well thought-out
CLM solution such as Contractworks
would be much in demand. Its focus
on giving in-house lawyers visibility
and control of their contracts not only
reduces risk but enables remote teams
to work more effectively.. Of interest
to any time-strapped and costconscious legal department.
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35% Yes
0% I don’t know
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What’s the most
difficult CLM
challenge for
remote teams?

40%

Storing and
interrogating
contracts

20% A
 pproving and
signing documents
20% C
 ollaborating with
internal teams
20% N
 egotiating and
redlining contracts
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THE NEW WORKING ENVIRONMENT

In partnership with ContractWorks

Take control of your contracts
with easy-to-use, affordable contract
management software
ContractWorks makes executing, storing, and tracking
corporate agreements easier. With quick implementation, an
easy-to-use interface, unlimited users and low, transparent
pricing, ContractWorks makes contract management
software accessible to businesses of all sizes.

www.contractworks.com

ALTERNATIVE INSIGHTS REPRESENTS THE FOLLOWING PROFESSIONS

UPCOMING ALTERNATIVE EVENTS
JOIN THE CONVERSATION
ON SOCIAL MEDIA


www.alternativeinsights.co.uk
www.alternativeevents.co.uk

ALTERNATIVE HANGOUTS
→ a new digital community space for the
professional services sector to socialise, learn,
network and interact.
View the schedule for our Alternative
Hangouts at www.alterantivehangouts.com
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ALTERNATIVE INSIGHTS
→ The home of professional services
knowledge, insights and innovation
Accountancy | In-House Legal | Law Firms
| Management Consultancy | Real Estate &
Property
www.alternativeinsights.co.uk

